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Abstract

In some multiplayer online video games, players compete against each other to gain the
highest score. This competitiveness drives some players to obtain an artificial advantage: by
using cheating software, a player can increase their skill level to easily gain a higher score than
honest players. However this is seen as unfair by honest players, who can not possibly compete
against a tool designed to perform at a speed and accuracy greater than a human.

Some examples of cheats are: an aimbot allows the cheater to automatically aim at an
opponent with pinpoint accuracy, giving the cheater an advantage in physical skill and hand-
eye coordination, and extra-sensory perception allows the cheater to view opponents through
walls, giving the cheater an advantage in situational awareness.

The problem that cheating in video games poses to the game developer is twofold: the
prevalence of cheaters reflects badly on their game and discourages honest players from buying
their game, while the developers of the cheating software are profiting off the cheating players.
Game developers may look towards cheating detection software in order to catch cheating
players in the act and block them from playing the game.

In this work, a cheating detection method is introduced based on the formal specification of
a cheat. A complete tool chain is implemented for the detection of cheating in the video game
Unreal Tournament, consisting of the following parts: 1. a plugin for Unreal Tournament to
gather data on the players; 2. a formal specification language to describe the cheat; 3. a cheat
monitor that evaluates, based on the specification of a cheat, whether that cheat occurred in the
gathered data, and provides a categorization of each player into “cheating” or “honest”.

This tool chain was validated on an experimental data sets consisting of 15 matches with one
known cheating player present, and 15 matches with no cheater present, using four different
specifications of cheats. A combination of the four specifications is used for greater certainty
in the resulting categorization of a player. The results show that this tool chain can correctly
categorize players in the gathered data sets in 76.67% of the cases, with a true positive rate of
93.33% and a true negative rate of 60.00%.
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1 Introduction

Multiplayer online games (MOGs) are an established industry, and are frequently among the
top of lists of most played video games. These games are played together with other people
around the world over the internet, either cooperatively or competitively. Moreover, competitive
games have become popular enough to be played professionally as a form of “electronic sports”,
and are are played in vast tournaments with ever increasing prize pools upwards of a million
dollars [1].

There are many reasons people play competitive video games, for the same reasons people
play non-video games, such as the challenge from competing against another player, improving
one’s skill. For others, it is enough to watch: just as sports may have spectators, so do video
games in the form of live tournaments or video streams.

1.1 Problem domain: cheating in MOGs

In many competitive MOGs, players are automatically matched against each other to have an
equal win chance. The matchmaking system that connects players keeps track of the skill level
of each individual player based on their results from previous games, and uses this to connect
players with similar skill. However for some players, winning is more important than the game
itself. This competitiveness causes some players to want to secure a win by giving themselves an
artificial advantage: using cheating software. At that point it becomes an unfair game: cheats
are technology-based rather than skill-based.

The acceptance of cheating in video games depends on the type of game. In single player
games the usage of cheating software is generally tolerated, because it does not negatively affect
any other player while improving the enjoyment for the cheating player. For example the player
may have completed the game many times and wish to explore the game in a different way. Or
the game may be too difficult for the player, and in this case the usage of cheats may allow the
player to complete the game after all.

On the other hand the usage of cheating software in competitive multiplayer games goes
against gaming etiquette and is considered unsportsmanlike. It is expected by honest players
that the game is played honestly by everyone. The usage of cheating tools is a form of digital
doping, a way to improve one’s perceived skill without actually earning it, allowing the cheating
player to win against players that are more skilled at the game than them. This discourages
honest players from participating, because they can not compete against this artificial skill, and
thus loses profits for the game creator. To make matters worse, some honest players may turn to
cheating themselves, causing a vicious cycle of cheating.

In games of the First Person Shooter (FPS) genre, the player is expected to control their
character in a first person perspective, moving around a small arena aiming and shooting their
gun at opponents in order to achieve the most kills. Here there are two primary aspects of skill:

• Situational awareness: being aware of where opponents are, for example by listening for
enemy footsteps or gun fire.

• Control of the character: the game may require complex input, not only managing the
movement of the character but also aiming the gun, dodging enemy projectiles.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Unreal Tournament.

Cheating software can provide technological enhancements in both these aspects:

• Extrasensory perception (ESP): gives the player the complete information of where their
opponents are by giving the cheater the ability to see enemies through walls.

• Aimbot: a piece of software that handles the aiming of the player’s weapon, allowing the
cheater to automatically aim their sights and track an opponent with pinpoint accuracy,
without requiring input from the cheater.

These types of cheating tools allow cheaters to be faster and more accurate than a human player
could ever become. The cheater will not have to improve their skill and learn the layout of the
arena, because they can simply rely on the cheating tool to do all the work.

In other genres such as Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs), input
from a cheater is not even required for the cheating tool to function. In these games a player
generally defeats enemies or completes missions in order to get in-game virtual currency, which
can be spent on better equipment to be able to defeat stronger enemies. However a cheating
tool called a “bot” can be used to autonomously control the game without requiring input from
a player, in order to automatically obtain in-game currency [2]. This process is called “gold
farming”, referring to the fact that gold coins are generally used as currency in fantasy games.

Some cheaters wish to gain an advantage without running these bots themselves, and purchase
virtual currency in exchange for real money. For this reason organized groups have started
running arrays of bots for profit. The usage of bots damages the in-game economy, which is
based around honest players investing their time to gain in-game goods, causing financial loss
for the developer both in short term and long term. For this reason MMORPG developers are
invested in finding ways to combat bots.

Because of the demand for cheats, providers of cheats have appeared. These services provide
people with cheating software for a monthly payment. These services make large profits from
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Figure 2: Full structure of project. Components shown in blue are components that
were made for this project and not taken from prior work.

cheating players [3]. On the other hand, systems exist that to detect cheats in online games,
such as VAC, PunkBuster and Warden. Cheating deterrence is commercially motivated: game
developer Blizzard has even started banning individual cheaters the day after the release of
their new game, by identifying them based on a hardware ID [4]. Cheating and cheat detection
remains an arms race: when a cheat is able to be automatically detected, new variants will appear
that avoid detection.

Even games that are still in development and have not yet been released are not safe from
cheating, such as beta releases meant to stress test servers [5]. The upcoming FPS Unreal
Tournament, shown in Figure 1, is currently in the pre-alpha stage of development and the
game’s source code was publicly released so that the community can be a part of the development.
The availability of the game’s source code also makes it easier for cheat developers to develop
their cheating software, and thus some cheating tools can already be found for UT.

1.2 Research questions

Given the problem domain, this project has the following research questions:

• In FPS games, can cheat detection techniques be designed and implemented correctly and
efficiently?

• Can these techniques accurately categorize FPS players into honest and cheating for very
common cheats such as aimbots and ESP?

• What algorithms and other formal techniques are effective for the design of cheat detection
software for MOGs?

• Are implementations of such detection techniques effective in a widely played, open-source,
modern FPS such as Unreal Tournament?
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1.3 Project summary

1. An FPS MOG has a distributed system architecture in which the server is authoritative:
only the server maintains the correct “state” of the game. This gives that the correct position
for a cheat detection software is a plugin on the game server.

2. Since the runtime of the game should not be affected at all by the cheat detection plugin,
the computational overhead of the plugin should be minimized. This project thus separates
the gathering of game data from the analysis of this data: (a) data is gathered by logging
on the server in real time; (b) the data analysis is done offline, post-factum.

3. The existing literature on designing cheat detection techniques studied the effectiveness
of relatively standard algorithms: stateless statistical analysis and machine learning. This
project designs a specialized formal detection technique, consisting of (a) a formal specifica-
tion language that describes cheat “signatures” — these signatures can consist of not only
statistical properties but also properties describing time series; (b) an algorithm to evaluate
whether, in the log of a game, a certain player’s actions violated a cheat signature.

4. An automated tool chain was implemented to evaluate signatures on logged data from
the Unreal Tournament pre-alpha release. The full structure of this tool chain is shown in
Figure 2.

5. The cheat detection tool chain for Unreal Tournament was evaluated against 4 signatures
of cheats (targeting aimbots and ESP hacks), with 3 players of different skill levels, in
15 played games, each with 1 cheater present. The four signatures individually achieve
accuracies of 86.67%, 100.00%, 86.67% and 100.00% on the logged data set. By using all four
signatures combined to get a more certain result, a true positive rate of 93.33% and a true
negative rate of 60.00% is reached on the logged data set, with a final accuracy of 76.67%.

This thesis is organised as follows. In Section 2 the structure of online games in general, and
Unreal Tournament specifically will be analysed in order to find how cheating can occur, and
an overview will be given of related work in detection of cheats. In Section 3 the design of the
signature language will be introduced, and in Section 3.2 four different features to be used in the
creation of a signature will be described. The gathering of a data set, cheating framework for
testing and the creation of signatures in the signature language are described in Section 4. Finally
in Section 5 the experimental results will be reported, and conclusions will be drawn in Section 6.
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2 Background

In order to analyse cheating behaviour, first two player categories must be defined:

Honest players who play the game fairly and as intended by the developer

Cheating players who use tools or abuse faults in the game to gain an unfair advantage over
honest players

By definition there is a difference between honest players and cheating players. After all, a cheating
player attempts to get some advantage over honest players by cheating. Therefore these two
player categories will have a different observable behaviour from the point of view of some
automated cheat detector. Next, there are two types of observable behaviour:

Player actions such as shooting or movement will differ between cheating and honest players. A
cheat player will perform actions that an honest player should not perform, such as looking
at other players that are obscured by a wall or rotating their aim with inhuman speed and accuracy.
In other words, superpowers not intended by the game.

Memory footprint of software or files on the player’s computer. A cheating player must run
some sort of different code than an honest player, either in the form of cheating tool processes
running in the background or unauthorized modifications to game program itself.

These differences in observable behaviour between cheating and honest players are a subset of
all possible differences in observable behaviour between all players. In other words, not every
difference in observable behaviour indicates a cheating player. For example in terms of player
actions, some players will be better at controlling the game than others, and there are going to be
differences in the way the player moves around and in aiming accuracy, even between honest
players. Conversely, similar observable behaviour also does not indicate the same player category:
quick and accurate aiming can be performed by both expert players and cheating players. If all
possible differences in behaviour are observed, then it is possible to perfectly categorize players.
However if not all differences are observed, then we will have to deal with both false positives
and false negatives.

In terms of difference in software, not all modifications to the game program will give an
unfair advantage to a player. For example a colourblind player may have trouble differentiating
green coloured allies and red coloured enemies, and may decide to install a modification to
the game that changes allies to be blue coloured. Even though this is a modification from an
outside source (not intended by the developer), the purpose of the modification is obviously not
malicious.

In existing literature the definition of a cheat signature is very clear: it refers to a sequence of
bytes in the machine code of processes running on a cheating player’s computer [6], a similar
definition as used in virus detection [7]. In other words, “signature” is only used to refer to the
memory footprint type of observable behaviour, patterns in memory, and not player actions,
patterns in how the player acts.

Furthermore, using the definition of “a sequence of bytes in memory” it is hard to describe
player actions: that definition could be used to describe an absolute state of memory, i.e. “this
address must never be x”, but not the change in value. Take the example given above of a player
moving their aim very quickly and accurately. Here the important part is not the absolute value
of the player’s aiming direction, since all aiming directions should be valid, but it is the way the
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aiming direction changes over time. It may even be insufficient to look at singular assignments
to that memory address: we may even need to look at the change in aiming direction over the
course of a second. In other words, this definition of a cheat signature also does not include
aspects such as time: it may be needed to perform analysis over the course of time and not just
on a specific point in time.

In conclusion, this definition of cheat signature is narrowly defined to only refer to observable
behaviour in the form of memory footprint. However there is no existing definition for a
structure to detect cheats in games in the form of player actions. Thus, for the purpose of this
project, an extended definition of a cheat signature is used that also includes methods such as
heuristic-based cheat detection to analyse cheating patterns in player actions.

The detection of cheating in video games can be separated into two primary categories:

Real-time detection in which the cheat monitor runs alongside the game program and runs
analysis while the game is being played.

Post-factum detection in which all the important information on a match is stored in a log file
of the match, to be analysed by the cheat monitor after the match has finished.

Both methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Detection of a cheat in real-time
allows server moderators to remove a cheating player from the game in the middle of a match,
but running both the game and the analysis simultaneously creates a computational overhead.

On the other hand, post-factum detection means that a cheating player can only be removed
or blocked from the game much later, after one or more matches have been played, depending
on when the post-factum detection is run. This gives the cheating player more time to disrupt
the game for honest players. However, the main advantage of post-factum detection is that it is
less taxing on the CPU and that the log file can be re-examined at any time.

In the full cheating detection system, the detection step is only one part. Of course detection
on its own has little use. There are two other parts: once a cheat has been detected and we known
that a player is cheating, the next step is obviously to do something about the cheating player.

One possible response to a detected cheat is to simply notify the server owners or moderators
of a cheat having occurred, and expecting a human to verify the cheat and take the correct
action, for example to remove or ban the cheating player from the server. Another option is to
automatically take some action, for example removing the cheater even when the detection may
have been a false positive, or starting allowing the other players in the match to vote whether or
not to remove the cheater.

Finally, instead of blocking a cheating player after the cheat has occurred, another option is
prevention [8], to close the holes in the game, if possible, that allowed the player to cheat in the
first place. For example, there may be a main authority that dictates everything other players are
allowed to do.

2.1 System architecture of MOGs

Most video games are built in a game engine, which provides a separation between the underly-
ing code necessary to run the game and the game logic, the rules by which the game is played.
A good comparison would be the separation between a physical deck of cards and the rules of a
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card game. The engine may be shared by many games while the rules will differ between games.

The game engine implements all necessary underlying code for the game to function, such as
creating a window and rendering, polling input devices, functions that can be used for collision
checking, loading new levels, and more. In other words, a complete suite of game development
tools [9, 10].

2.1.1 Game objects and their properties

In particular one of the functions of the game engine is to store a list or hierarchy of all game
objects. In other words, this structure contains all objects that exist in the virtual world of the
game. These objects may have simulated physics, be rendered to the screen, emit sounds, etc.
This does not include all objects in a programming sense, i.e. instances of a class. For example
the game may have an object to receive network packages or write to a text file, but these are not
game objects, since they do not affect anything in the virtual world but exist outside it.

Examples of types of objects have been categorised in [11]:

Immutable objects such as landscape or terrain

Characters or avatars controlled by players using some input device

Mutable objects such as food, weapons, power-ups

Non-player characters (NPCs) or bots controlled by an AI, for example computer controlled
enemies

A game object may be an instance of a class (object-oriented design with inheritance), or have
some component indicating what the object has and can do (composition over inheritance).
Regardless of the exact implementation, each game object encapsulates properties that it has. For
example the player character object may have properties including but not limited to::

• An (x, y, z) position vector

• An (x, y, z) velocity vector

• An (x, y, z) vector for the direction the player is looking, or aiming

• An integer value for how much health the player has

• An integer value for the maximum amount of health the player can have

• A structure storing which weapons the character has, and how much ammunition is left
for each weapon

One goal of this project is to create datasets representing everything that happened during
matches played in Unreal Tournament, or “logging” the match. For logging purposes not all
game objects are relevant, and not all properties of an object have to be logged. Some properties
can obviously be derived from other properties, for example knowing the character’s position
in two frames and the time between those two frames is enough to derive the velocity of the
character at the earlier frame. And for cheat detection, properties that are not used are not
necessary to log. Logging more properties allows logs to be used for future cheat signatures, but
logging less properties makes the log files smaller in size.
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Figure 3: Pseudocode showing the basic structure of the main loop and the update
function to transition from one state to the next, for a single player offline games. A
more complex structure is generally required for a good user experience, i.e. to avoid
latency.

2.1.2 Updating of the game state in a single player case

Let us first consider the case of a single player offline game: the state of the game is defined as
the state of all objects at a given point in time. As an example in a non-video game such as a
board game, the state of the game would be the position of the pieces on the board, and thus the
board game is always in some discrete state. The same holds in video games: the game world
is always in some discrete state where the properties of all game objects have some value, with
discrete steps updating the game from one state to the next.

During every iteration of the main loop of the game program, an update function is called on
all objects in this hierarchy, which causes each object to transition from one state to the next. This
basic code structure is illustrated in Figure 3. For example the player character will modify their
acceleration and speed based on the buttons pressed by the player and move forward based on
their velocity. Computer controlled enemies will update their AI based on their surroundings
and also perform actions. If a collision is found between a projectile and a player, the player
will receive damage from the bullet. After updating all objects, a new image, or frame, will
be rendered and displayed on screen. The frame time is the time it takes to make a full pass
through this loop, or specifically the time in milliseconds between consecutive rendered frames,
and the rate at which the screen updates is thus called the frame rate, denoted in frames per
second [12].

Generalizing from this update structure, it is possible to separate the rendering loop out of
the update loop, with the update rate and frame rate not necessarily equal. In such a case, the
state of the game can be seen as a time-dependent process, while a rendered frame can be seen as
a sample of that process. When the update rate and frame rate are equal, then the terms “state”
and “frame” can be seen as synonymous: both refer to the state of the set of objects at a given
point in time, with “frame” referring specifically to a rendered state. When the rates are not
equal, then the update rate can be both higher and lower than the render rate: in a slow paced
game with an uncapped frame rate, the update rate can be lower than the frame rate. On the
other hand a fast game running on a slow computer may not be able to render a frame for every
game state.

Within an update step, the distance an object should move is based on its velocity (metres/second)
and the amount of time (seconds) the update moves forward, i.e. the time that update step will
take. However this is a problem because we can not know how much time it will take to execute
the update step. After all the update step has not finished yet. Therefore an approximation is
made of the time the update step will take: the frame time (in case of equal update rate and
frame rate) or the update time (in case of unequal rates) of the last state is used as the ∆t [12].
Multiplying by ∆t in physics calculations will mean moving in metres per second rather than
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meters per frame. This will only be correct when the frame time stays constant, but be incorrect
when performance dips or increases suddenly.

Considering this, the time evolution of the game can be modelled as a multivariate time-
dependent dataset, in the terminology of machine learning. The properties of the objects in the
game can be seen as the features in this dataset. The dataset is obviously time-dependent since
the properties of the objects change over time. And the process of cheat detection can be seen as
a classification of parts of the data set into two categories (cheating and honest). In conclusion,
cheat detection can be framed as a machine learning problem on a multivariate time-dependent
dataset from the game. This dataset is referred to as a “log” of the game in this thesis.

For the purpose of this project, an option in Unreal Tournament was used to cap the frame
time to 1/60th of a second (60 FPS), in order to keep the frame time more stable. The effect of
this choice is further discussed in Section 4.1.

2.1.3 Analysis of the update iteration

One such update iteration from one frame to the next is illustrated in Figure 4. Here there are
three objects, p1, p2 and p3, all moving to the right (velocity vector not shown), and thus after
one loop of the update iteration they are all moved further to the right. Of course, the functions
p.update() would all have multiple sub-states themselves, for every modification made to any
variable, and this would make the image far too large. Hence this is a simplified example.

2.1.4 Multiplayer server synchronization

The case of a multiplayer online game does not differ much from the single player offline case,
but now the current state of the game will need to be synchronized in some way between every
player. After all, if the states are not synchronized then each player would see different things
occurring on their screen and the actions of one player would not be transmitted to all other
players. This synchronization is handled by the server, while the players connecting to the server
are referred to as the clients. The server and client will have different tasks, and thus the server
and client will have their own main loops, with synchronization code at certain points. This is
illustrated in Figure 5. There are three server models in which clients will be connected and
synchronized:

Dedicated server (Figure 6a) A centralised model where a stand-alone server is the host to
which all clients connect. The server purely handles the updating of the game state, while
the clients send input to the server, and display the game state received from the server.

Listen server (Figure 6b) A centralised model where one client is designated the role of host to
which all other clients connect. Or in other words, one client performs all the tasks of a
dedicated server while also performing the tasks of a client.

Peer-to-peer (Figure 6c) A decentralised model where each client is connected to every other
client, and changes in state are directly communicated between clients without a central
server. Each client updates their own game state, and periodically communicate with every
other client to synchronize.

It can be seen that the first two cases are very similar. In both cases the server is authoritative,
meaning that the server holds the primary copies or “true” copies of all objects, while the clients
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Figure 4: One iteration of the update loop on objects p1, p2 and p3, the transition
between states sn and sn+1. The top half of the image shows the steps taken in the
engine, while the bottom half shows what would be rendered to the player’s screen. It
can be seen that even though objects are updated sequentially, and thus “sub-states”
s(i)n exist where some of the objects are updated and some are not, the player will never
see these sub-states and only the final resulting aggregated state is rendered to screen.

Figure 5: Pseudocode showing the basic structure of a main loops for the server and
client in the case of a multiplayer online game, showing the points of synchronization
within the loops. In comparison to Figure 3, the server handles the updating of game
objects, while the client handles input and rendering. Optionally the client may update
objects on its local copies while no updates are received from the server, using for
example dead reckoning, which helps in the case of latency
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(a) Dedicated server: all clients connect to a sep-
arated server. Messages between clients must
be passed through the server; there is no direct
connection between clients.

(b) Listen server: one client also functions as a
server.

(c) Peer-to-peer: all clients are also servers and
connect directly with each other.

Figure 6: Three kinds of server architectures

hold secondary copies of objects locally [11]. Updating the state (position, velocity, etc) of the
primary copy of each object is handled by the server, and these changes are then transmitted to
each client so that they can update their local copies of all objects. The process of propagating
updates from the server to each client is sometimes called replication [13, 12, 11]. Besides this, a
server can also issue commands to all clients using for example Remote Procedure Calls, function
calls that are executed on a client. Thus the client is a simple client that only samples and sends
input to the server, receives updates and commands and then renders them [12].

2.1.5 Client-side approximation

The responsiveness of the game is directly related to the round-trip time of the client receiving an
update after sending input to the server. When the round-trip time is too long, the game will feel
sluggish and unresponsive. Of course this depends on the type of game. For “Real-Time Strategy”
(RTS) games the focus is placed on strategy rather than speed and quick reflexes, and thus the
responsiveness is less of an issue, compared to “First Person Shooter” games where more actions
are performed in faster succession. The effects of latency on user performance in RTS games is
analysed in greater detail in [14], while [15] analyses the effects of latency in FPS games.

In order to reduce, or rather hide the effects of latency, some games allow the client to update
their local state (i.e. make modifications to secondary copies of objects), while still receiving
periodical synchronization updates from the server. In this case the client performs client-side
prediction of future states based on the last known state, for example using dead reckoning [16, 12],
as seen in Figure 5. In the case of Unreal Tournament the server model can be either a dedicated
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or listen server [17]. Functionally the two are very similar and the implementation of one can
also easily give the other.

To create a log of a match in Unreal Tournament, or in other words to create the multivariate
time-dependent dataset to analyse, it is necessary to have access to the state of the game at every
point in time. While each client also has access to the state of the game, there is no guarantee
that this state is accurate: the client may be out of sync with the server due to lost packets, or
client-side approximation may be performed [13]. Therefore the only safe and accurate way to
create a log of a match is to perform logging on the server side.

In the peer-to-peer case the latency problem is reduced: each client is responsible for keeping
their own primary copies of objects, and are responsible for keeping their copies synchronized
with the other clients [11]. Hence this is the same situation as with client-side prediction, only
now the prediction represents the actual state of the game as far as the client knows, and not an
approximation.

When the connection to the host is lost in the case of the two centralised models, for example
because the host lost their connection to the internet, a new host will have to replace the old host
and all clients will need to switch over to that new host. However, because the old host can no
longer be reached, there is no way for the clients to communicate with each other as to what
host they will switch over to. After all they never directly interacted with each other, only with
the server. Thus the simplest solution is to have the clients timeout and end the game. With a
listen server it may be possible to have a main “matchmaking” server which can re-connect the
remaining clients and designate a new host, because each of the clients would still have a local
copy of the server’s state. On the other hand with a peer-to-peer model there is no single host. In
a way every client is a host. Therefore any client can join or leave the match at any point without
disrupting the connection for other clients.

However the downside of the peer-to-peer model is that there is no central authority as to
what the real state of the game is. Every client has their own state and updates this state on their
own. For example if one client sees an enemy in a slightly different position than on the server
due to latency (and synchronization has not correct this difference yet), then in the centralised
model the player would shoot but their shots would not deal damage even if they appear to hit
the enemy, because the server runs the bullet calculations and does not detect the hit. Whereas
in the peer-to-peer model the client would hit the enemy because the local state is seen as correct
for that client (there is no way for the client to know that their state is “wrong” compared to
its peers). In fact, because there is no true state, there is no accurate way to do cheat detection
based on behaviour in the peer-to-peer model. Certain behaviour may look like cheating from
the point of view of a remote client, but may actually be honest behaviour from the point of view
of them player themself. Cheat detection of memory footprints is still accurate however, and in
this case it may be possible for a matchmaking server to block clients that run cheating tools in
the background from connecting with other players.

2.2 Logging of states in MOGs

In order to do post-factum analysis of player actions, it is necessary to store the state of the game
over time in the form of a log. However one problem remains: how do we ensure that we are
capturing everything that occurs in the game at a sufficient frequency.

The log of a match can be seen as a single execution path of the game program. Traditionally
in formal verification of computer programs, each distinct state of memory is represented as a
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Figure 7: Difference between the result after one iteration of the update loop depending
on the order of objects. In the initial state shown on the left side of the image, two
objects p1 and p2 that may not overlap, and have velocities v1 and v2. In one case p1
comes before p2 in the list of objects, and in the other case p2 comes before p1 in the list
of objects. Because objects are updated sequentially, the ordering of objects determines
the final state reached after updating both objects. In this case since there are two
possible orderings, there are also two possible outcomes, shown on the right side of the
image.
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state in a model automaton, and an instruction modifying memory is represented as the transition
between two states [18]. In the case of this project, each automaton state would represent the
state of the game at a specific point in time, and each transition would be a single iteration of
the update step. However, each iteration of the update step can consist of multiple actions: for
example a player could be both moving, looking around and firing within a single update step.
All of these would consist of multiple instructions modifying values in memory. In other words,
each state is in fact an aggregate state combining all operations and resulting states from a single
update step. Therefore the following question arises:

“Is it enough to log the state of the game at the end of every update step, or must some (or all)
of the sub-steps of the aggregate states also be logged?”

From the perspective of the game engine there is an explicit ordering of actions, since there is also
an explicit ordering of game objects, and game objects are updated sequentially. In other words,
actions are not actually performed at the same time but instead are performed sequentially.
Consider a situation where two players p1 and p2 have sufficient speed such that they would
be occupying the same position in space in one time step, and they can not both be occupying
the same space. Then the order in which p1 and p2 are listed in the list of objects determines
the position of each player after one iteration of the update loop. This concept is illustrated
in Figure 7. For example if p1 is earlier in the list, then p1 will be updated first, and thus the
position of p1 will be updated first based on p1’s speed. Next p2 will be updated, but p1 is now
occupying the space that p2 would move to based on their speed. Therefore p2 will only move
the maximum distance that it can move before touching p1. If the ordering of p1 and p2 was the
other way around then the movements would have occurred the other way around as well. Or to
give another metaphor, the order in the list of objects provides the order of “turns”.

However from the player’s perspective, there is no such ordering: the synchronization and
rendering of the game only happens after each update step. The client only receives the aggregate
states and not any of the sub-states, and the player only ever sees the results of the update step
and not any of the sub-steps. The state that is rendered to the player’s screen is always the
aggregate state reached at the end of the update step.

Finally from the cheating tool’s perspective: the order of objects is arbitrarily decided by the
server, and there is generally no way for a cheating tool to affect this. Therefore a cheating tool
can not count on any specific ordering of the player objects to be able to abuse this ordering.

Figure 8 illustrates exactly which data should be logged. After each iteration of the update
loop the aggregate state is logged: the current timestamp and the properties of all relevant objects.
The sub-states s(i)n are not logged because they are only necessary steps that are taken during the
update loop, and never states that any player actually sees. This however does not include things
that infrequently occur: an object is expected to have a specific position at every point in time,
but a player is not killed at every point in time. Therefore a second list is tracked which stores
certain events that may occur during each loop, such as one player killing another player. For
example in Figure 8, p1 is killed by p2 during the transition from state sn to sn+1. The log should
track that a kill occurred at timestamp tn+1.

2.3 Cheating in MOGs

There are many types of cheats in MOGs. These are catalogued in [19]. In particular, cheating by
exploiting misplaced trust will be analysed. In this case the cheat originates from a misplaced trust
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Figure 8: Logging of states in a sequence of update steps. In the final log, only the
properties of objects in the aggregate states sn (coloured white) will be stored, and not
the sub-states that are reached during the update step s(i)n (coloured blue). Additionally,
some predetermined transitions (events) will be temporarily stored during the update
step, and then stored alongside the aggregate state at the end of the update step. As in
Figure 4 the transitions for pi.update() consist of even more sub-states, but these are
left out of this figure.
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between the client and server.

The saying “never trust the client” is a major principle in other fields of IT security, and
the same holds true for MOGs. In application security, input validation is an important step
to prevent attacks such as SQL injection and cross-site scripting. Similarly, in MOGs one could
argue that the most important step to prevent cheats is to always perform validation on all clients’
actions. It can be seen that the authoritative server model fills this role: the client can only send
some types of messages, and the server can do basic sanity checks on inputs that it does allow.
This already rules out the player performing memory modification on variables, for example by
modifying the memory address that holds the player’s health points and making themselves
invulnerable. A cheating player could still locally modify their health value, but this change can
not propagate back to the server, and thus other players will still be able to damage the cheating
player.

However there are two primary tasks left to the client, namely to poll and send input, and to
receive commands and render the game. These are things that the server can not do for the client.
In other words, the client is trusted to handle these two tasks according to the game rule. Thus
these are the two primary places in an authoritative server model where the client can abuse
misplaced trust. In terms of sending input a cheating tool could for example:

• Repeatedly press a button faster than humanly possible, for example in order to fire a
weapon extremely fast. Some games include weapons that fire when the firing button is
pressed, with no (or low) minimum delay in between. A cheating tool could then press the
button every other frame (one frame for the “key down” event, and one for the “key up”
event), meaning the button could literally not be pressed any faster.

• Perform a sequence of actions as fast as possible, for example when this sequence performs
a certain action. This is similar to the last example, but pressing a specific sequence of
buttons instead of the same button.

• Send input that is more accurate than humanly possible, for example aiming perfectly
at moving enemies. A human player visually approximates the desired input based on
intuition and skill, whereas a cheating tool can calculate the exact input to get the desired
result.

• Control the player character using an AI or fixed sequence of inputs, for example to
automatically clear areas and gain points without having to play. A cheating tool called a
“bot” is an automated program that performs repetitive tasks for the cheating player [2, 20].
The bot can repeat a recorded set of actions infinitely in order to gain resources in the game
without requiring the player’s interaction: the bot can simply be left running while the
player does other things like reading, eating or sleeping.

And in terms of receiving commands and rendering a cheating tool could make modifications to
ignore certain commands issued by the server, or show information that should be hidden from
the player according to the game rules, but where the variables containing that information are
not hidden from the game client, such as:

• Showing enemy health, equipment, etc. This allows the cheating player to know which
opponents are weak and which are strong, so that they can pick off the weaker opponents
while avoiding strong opponents.

• Showing enemy models through walls, in the form of a brightly coloured wireframe,
bounding box or silhouette, such that the cheating player knows exactly where enemies are
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Figure 9: Top down graphical view of a state in a game, with variables considered by
an aimbot visualised. The optimal target that the aimbot will lock on to is determined
by the minimal θi, which is calculated as the angle between the aiming vector α1 of the
aimbot user c, and the vectors from the aimbot user to the other players (pi − c).

and which way they are looking. This allows the cheating player to ambush opponents,
avoid running into an ambush themselves and also avoid fights against multiple opponents.

• Showing enemy positions on a map, such that the cheating player can even see enemies
behind themselves without having to rotate their camera around.

• Disabling visual effects that are supposed to obscure player vision, for example disabling
the bright light when the player is hit with a flashbang grenade, or disabling fog effects.

Additionally, in a peer-to-peer server architecture, a player can cheat by withholding or accessing
update messages, or if each client is allowed to hold primary copies of game objects a player can
cheat by making state changes that violate game rules [11]. However this server model is not the case
in Unreal Tournament, and thus these problems are not analysed further.

2.4 Cheating in Unreal Tournament

Unreal Tournament is a multiplayer First Person Shooter, in which multiple players are compete
against each other in matches. Many gametypes, different rule sets, exist but the default one is
“deathmatch” where players compete for most kills within the time limit. This is the gametype
that will be used for testing in this thesis. The two types of cheat that will be analysed are
aimbots and extrasensory perception.

2.4.1 Aimbot

An aimbot, also known as “auto-aim”, is a software tool designed to automatically target enemy
players for the cheating player. In other words an honest player would use a device such as
the mouse or a joystick to aim their weapon at moving enemies, requiring precision and good
hand-eye coordination, but the cheating player can instead press a button to activate the aimbot,
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which then sends input data to the server just as moving a mouse or joystick would. However
the aimbot can make these motions in such a way that the weapon is perfectly aimed at the
opponent in only a single step. In the categories from Section 2.3, this would fall under “sending
input that is more accurate than humanly possible”.

For example if aiming at an enemy require an aiming angle change of 45◦, then the aimbot
can send an input message with exactly this angle change to perfectly align their aim in a single
frame, whereas an honest player would make an initial large motion and then follow up with
smaller adjustments until their aim is finally aligned with the enemy.

The implementation of an aimbot is surprisingly simple. Given the player’s current aim we
need to define an “optimal target” to rotate the player’s aim towards. An top-down 2D view of an
example scenario in a game is shown in Figure 9. Here there are three players c, p1, p2 ∈ P, with
P the set of all players. The current aiming direction of c is denoted by α, and the angle between
α and the vector from c to every other player pi ∈ P with pi 6= c) is denoted by θi. Because the
aimbot can have access to the internal state of the game, the positions of the other players are
known. We can define the optimal target popt as the player pi for which the corresponding θi is
smallest. The algorithm for an aimbot is roughly:

Algorithm 1 Aimbot

INPUT: c, p1, . . . , pn ∈ P . List of n + 1 players with c the cheating player
OUTPUT: Optimal c.aim

θopt ← 90 . Maximum angle: θi greater than this is ignored
popt ← None . Optimal target
vopt ← None . Aiming vector towards optimal target
for pi ∈ P \ {c} do

vi ← normalize(pi.pos− c.pos) . Normalized vector from c to pi
θi ← the angle between vi and c.aim
if θi < θopt then

θopt ← θi
popt ← pi
vopt ← vi

if popt 6= None then
c.aim← vopt

It can be seen in Figure 9 that the angle θ2 is smaller than θ1, and thus the optimal target
would be p2. The aimbot can send a message to the server to rotate the players aiming vector
by exactly the angle difference between α and αopt. In practice the optimal target can be found
by simply an iteration over all player characters in the game to find the optimal target and
corresponding optimal aiming direction. In the 3D case everything is elevated into a higher
dimension, making the angle change a quaternion. However in some cases the game may even
implement some sort of lookat() function that can be used by the cheating tool to make rotating
the character’s aim towards the optimal target even simpler.

As long as this process is executed every frame, the cheating player’s aim will perfectly track
the optimal target. This is especially powerful with weapons for which the projectiles do not
have any travel time (“instant weapons”, a factor used in analysis in [21]), since projectiles with
travel time might still miss the targeted player if the target is moving. Of course the aimbot
could also implement some form of prediction based on the travelling speed of the projectile and
the current velocity of the target, but this can be beaten by erratic movements by the target and
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Figure 10: Screenshot of Unreal Tournament showing an implementation of Extrasens-
ory Perception displaying enemy health in the form of a above their heads. Because
these health bars are shown even through walls, this also serves as a way to know
enemy positions through walls. One enemy is in view, while a slightly damaged enemy
on the left and a very damage enemy on the right are obscured by walls.

requires knowledge about the weapon the cheating player is currently using.

In order to fool cheat detection systems, the aimbot may also have a setting to aim slowly
towards the optimal target instead of snapping directly towards the target [21]. This is an
important problem: an “extreme” cheat is obviously easier to detect than a “subtle” cheat that
attempts to avoid detection. The closer the cheat attempts to be to actual honest behaviour, for
example by slowing down the movements as mentioned before, or by introducing noise such as
randomly disabling itself or randomly missing [22], the harder it will be to detect that cheat.

2.4.2 Extrasensory Perception (ESP)

As mentioned in Section 2.1, a client must know the properties of other players, such as their
location and which direction they are aiming, in order to render they character models in the
correct location and looking in the correct direction. This data must be available in RAM on the
client’s computer. Therefore either a separate tool or a modification of the game program can be
used to view this data and create a “radar” showing the positions of enemy players around the
cheating player, allowing the cheating player to look behind themselves and through walls.

A more complicated modification of the game program would even override certain com-
mands in the rendering code such that the character models of enemy players are drawn on top
of everything instead of being obscured by walls, or even rendering a brightly coloured wire-
frame of the character model only when it is being obscured by a wall, and normally otherwise.
This would allow the cheating player to know exactly where their enemies are, and also which
direction they are looking, allowing the cheating player to easily ambush their opponents. In
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the categorization of cheats in Section 2.3, an ESP cheat would include “showing enemy health”,
“showing enemy models through walls” and “showing enemy positions on a map”.

An example of an ESP implementation in Unreal Tournament is shown in Figure 10. This
implementation shows a “health bar” for every enemy. The details of this implementation are
further discussed in Section 4.2.

2.5 Related work

In Galli et al. [21] a method is proposed for detecting aimbots in Unreal Tournament III, the
previous game in the series. Part of their approach is similar to the method proposed in this
thesis: in their work they also implemented a monitor and cheating framework inside the game in
order to log the properties of the player characters. The obtained log files were split into smaller
pieces of training sets which were then used to train five different supervised learning methods,
decision trees, Naive Bayes, random forests, neural networks and support vector machines. A
large variety of properties were tracked to improve the training. The resulting classifiers were
able to correctly classify almost 90% of the test examples.

Yu et al. [22] have analysed the open source game Cube, also extending it with an aimbot
and logger. Of note are the features selected for analysis: they chose two features: Time on
Target (ToT), the longest time a player spent looking directly at a targeted player, and Cursor
Acceleration when acquiring Aim (AccA), the fastest speed at which the player moved their
cursor towards the target. These two features are roughly the same as two of the proposed
signatures for this project, therefore they will be further discussed these features later, and
the results will be compared. Classification was done using a voting scheme. Even though a
statistically significant difference between cheating and honest players was found, there was
also a significant difference between players within their class, lowering the accuracy of their
method. Thus in [23] Yu et al. propose a different supervised learning method which is less
computationally expensive and gave more accurate results. The ToT feature proved to achieve a
good true positive and true negative rate, however in both cases the AccA feature had a low true
positive rate, less than 50%.

Many commercial cheating detection programs and services have a greater focus on detecting
differences in memory footprint rather than detecting player actions. Examples of such detection
systems are Valve’s “Valve Anti-Cheat” (VAC), Blizzard’s “Warden” and “PunkBuster”. Games
that use such detection systems require the player to continuously pass verification in order
to play online. The cheat detection system continually scans the memory of the player’s PC
for patterns (memory signatures) that match the memory footprint of known cheating tools or
modifications from a database. Examples of patterns that memory-based signatures can look for
are:

• The cheating tool executable itself in memory

• Modified game files

• Virtual function overriding / hooking

• DLL injection

The database of known cheats is continuously updated by the providers of the cheat detection
system. This structure is very similar to commercial virus scanners [7]. Additionally, VAC is
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described as sending periodic challenges to gamers’ machines and expecting a certain response
in order to detect cheats [6], though it is not explained exactly what these challenges are.

The measures taken after a cheat has been detected varies slightly, but in general the cheating
player is blocked from the game they cheated in, along with any other games also protected by
that detection system. After all if a cheater cheats in one game, they will likely cheat in others
as well. For example VAC not only blocks the player from other VAC-secured games, but also
publicly displays the number of games a player was banned in by VAC on their account page,
leading some cheaters to change their account page privacy state to more restrictive settings [24].
By publicly marking VAC bans, honest players can avoid playing together with cheating players.

The exact implementation of the cheat signatures for these systems are generally hidden in
order to stop reverse-engineering: without knowing exactly which part of the cheat is detected, a
cheat developer has no way of testing if modifications to the cheat allow it to pass verification
without the risk of getting banned again and having to purchase a new account for testing.
Nevertheless commercial cheat systems still manage to find ways around these detection systems,
creating an arms race of sorts: cheat developers make modifications to get around verification,
and detection developers continuously update their databases with new cheat signatures as they
appear.

The advantage of a system that analyses the actions of a player as opposed to analysing the
player’s memory is that regardless of the way the cheat is implemented, the player’s actions
will always be affected in the same way for a given type of cheat. Therefore a memory-based
signature only applies to a specific implementation of a cheat while an action-based signature
applies to multiple implementations of a cheat. This is especially relevant because the naive
solution to detecting the memory footprint of a known cheating tool is easily defeated by slightly
altering the cheating tool’s code without altering the behaviour (see [7] for a similar case in
virus detection), and therefore either the database of known tools will have to contain every
possible byte sequence implementing a cheat, or it will require a complex look at the specific way
memory is altered by the tool. Furthermore, some tools that can be used for cheating may also
have legitimate uses: for example a program that can manipulate the memory of active processes
may be useful for debugging but could also be used to cheat in games. The presence of such a
program on a player’s PC does not indicate that cheating behaviour actually occurred.

Some methods have been proposed to detect cheats in games in peer-to-peer environments,
for example [25] and [26]. And of course the commercial cheat detection systems mentioned
before can still function in a peer-to-peer environment as long as there is some independent
master server that can tell clients whether or not other clients have been known to cheat.
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3 Design of cheat signatures

At its core, a cheat signature is a formula or statement modelling the behaviour of the player.
The signature can model the behaviour of a player in either the positive form, behaviour that
should always occur, or in the negative form, behaviour that should never occur. These two
forms are easily interchanged, one form is simply the negation of the other. In order to be able to
model player behaviour in the form of a signature, at the very minimum the language needs to
have boolean logic: this allows us to make statements such as “A or B should occur”.

For this project, a cheat signature is defined as structure similar to an Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST), specifically as an AST-like composite specification in positive form. This signature
tree must be evaluated somehow, and the result of evaluation is either a Pass, meaning that
no cheating behaviour was found, or Fail, meaning that the player was displaying cheating
behaviour.

The intended usage of these cheat signatures is to allow a cheat detection program to be
easily extended for more types of cheats by creating new signatures, and to target specific known
cheats, similar to formal verification of algorithms, rather than attempting to recognize a cheating
player in general via machine learning.

3.1 Signature language

The desired goal is to create a signature tree from a simple specification to avoid having to
manually create a tree in code. This signature tree can then be evaluated to determine whether a
player is cheating or not. One way of creating a tree from a specification is to write a language
for that specification and then let a parser create the respective tree for that specification.

This process of obtaining the signature tree from a cheat signature is illustrated in Figure 11.
The first step is to design a signature specification language, and create a corresponding grammar
that defines the syntax of that language. A signature can then be written in the signature
language, and a parser for the language can be created by using a parser-generator on the
grammar. This parser is then able to recognize syntactically correct signatures, and also create a
signature tree from the signature.

The evaluation of a signature tree should give a value Pass or Fail for every player in the
given log. If these values Pass and Fail are defined to be equal to the boolean “true” and “false”,
then a boolean equations can be used to get the final answer for each player. If the boolean value
is true, then the signature was satisfied and the result is a Pass, and the opposite holds in the
case of the result being a Fail. For this reason, the signature language should include boolean
operators. The log files will also contain other basic data types such as strings (player names),
integers/floats (health, damage numbers) and arrays of floats (vectors for position and aiming
direction), and thus the signature language should support operations on all base data types.

Additionally, because the signature should return a result for every player in the log file,
and because the signature should analyse every state in the log, the language should include
a way to iterate over lists. Finally, decision making may be necessary, and thus the language
should include a form of conditional branching. From this set of requirements it can be seen
that the signature language will be a small programming language that can be parsed into a
tree structure, and the signature tree will need to include nodes for each of these data types and
operators.
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Figure 11: Summary of everything required to create a signature tree.

(a) Constant value 0.5 (b) Variable named “log”

(c) Conditional node for if a >= b then (a*b)
else (a/b)

(d) Iteration node for for pos in
positions: pos > thresh

Figure 12: Types of nodes in signatures

The structure of the signature tree is exactly an N-ary tree: starting from the root there is
only one way to reach a node, and each node can have one or more children. The evaluation of
the signature tree is done in a top-down manner. The value of a parent node depends on the
evaluation results of all child nodes. Due to this, the tree traversal is depth-first where evaluation
starts at the root node of the tree and all child nodes of a node must first be visited and evaluated
before returning a value to the parent of the node. Specifically the traversal of the tree is a
depth-first post-order sequence.

The main types of nodes defined for a signature tree are:

Constant values such as integers, floats or strings. The result of a constant value node is simply
the value it contains. An example is shown in Figure 12a.

Variables representing dynamic data, for example data from a log into the signature for evalu-
ation. In other words, a variable node contains the name of a variable, and retrieves the
value for this variable name when the signature is evaluated. The result of a variable node
is the retrieved value. An example is shown in Figure 12b.

Lists of static length, where the list contains a number of child nodes. It is necessary to include
lists of nodes, since for example vectors are represented as lists of floats. For example it
may be useful in a signature to compare some logged vector (for example position) with a
static vector
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Operators consisting of arithmetic operators and boolean operators, and also the subscript
operator which is used to retrieve an element from a specific index in a list, or from a key
(string) in a dictionary. Three examples of operators can be seen in Figure 12c, in the form
of the ≥, ∗ and / operators.

Conditionals so that the signature may branch into different conclusions. In other words,
conditionals enable the decision tree-like structure. Additionally, because the body consists
of only a single statement, a conditional must always have an “else” branch. After all the
signature can never return nothing, and without an “else” it may occur that no decision is
made.

In practice it is possible to simply design the signature language so that if A then B is a
shorthand for if A then B else Pass to provide a default result. A conditional node has
three children: a condition node that is evaluated, and a branch for the “then” and “else”
cases of the condition. The result of a conditional node is the result of the “then” child
node if the condition evaluates to true, and the “else” child node if the condition evaluates
to false.

An example of an iteration node is shown in Figure 12c.

Iterations which can be used to iterate over lists of data. For example a log file will include lists
containing the position of each player at every point in time. Therefore iteration over that
list is needed in order to do temporal analysis.

An iteration consists of three child nodes: the list that has to be iterated (for example a
static list or a variable that will contain a list when the signature is evaluated), the iteration
body that will be evaluated for every element from that list and finally the variable name
that will be used to refer to the current iterated element. This variable name can be used
inside the iteration body. The result of an iteration node is a list of the same length as the
iterated list, where each element is the result of the iteration body using that element from
the iterated list as input.

An example of an iteration node is shown in Figure 12d.

Function calls which can be used to extend the capabilities of the signature language. For
example it can be useful to have a function to calculate the dot product of two vectors.

An example of a complete signature tree can be seen in Figure 17. This tree will be discussed
later.

3.2 Signature features for the detection of cheats

For this project, four different viable behavioural features were determined that can be used in a
signature in order to detect cheating:

Angle in View (AiV) A player using ESP will use this ability to know where enemies are even
when those enemies are obscured by walls. An honest player may spend some time with
no other players in their view while they are navigating the environment randomly looking
for a new opponent, while a player using ESP may look at players, regardless of how far
away they are and whether or not they are visible, in order to (not randomly) hunt them
down.
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(a) Angle in View: in each state, the angle between a player’s aim and the vector from that player’s position
to another player pi’s position is denoted as θi. The Angle in View is determined by taking the mean over
all states of the sum of all θi in that state.

(b) Time on Target / Total Time on Target: the cheating player is aiming directly at another player in state
sn, and manages to keep targeting this player in the next state sn+1. Finally in the state after that sn+2 the
target is lost. Thus the longest stretch of targeted states in this part of the log is 2 states, and thus the ToT is
2. The Total Time on Target is the sum of all found Time on Target values rather than the maximum.

(c) Acceleration towards Target: The angle between the aim of a player in two subsequent states is denoted
as ∆α. This is a measurement of how fast the player is moving their aim towards a target. We consider a
slice consisting of the ∆t states preceding (and including) a targeting event (as seen in Figure 13b), and
consider the Acceleration towards Target as the largest value of ∆α within that slice.

Figure 13: Features used in signatures
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The logical conclusion is that a player using ESP will likely have more opponents within
their viewing angle (but not necessarily in view; the opponents may be obscured by
walls) on average than an honest player. Thus the AiV is defined as the sum of the angle
differences θi of the player’s aim with the vector pointing from the player towards every
other player pi. Thus if a player is using ESP, the value of AiV will on average be smaller
(more opponents closer to the player’s aim) than an honest player (may even be looking
away from opponents at times). An example of this is shown in Figure 13a.

Time on Target (ToT) The length of the longest stretch of timestamps where the player is aiming
(close to) perfectly at an enemy player [22]. An player using an aimbot can track an enemy
perfectly as long as the aimbot is active, therefore it is expected that this value will be high
for cheating players but low for honest players. An example of this is shown in Figure 13b.

Total Time on Target (TToT) Similar to the previous feature, however in this case the total
number of timestamps that the player is aiming perfectly at another player is used. This
value is then normalized by dividing by the total number of timestamps, such that the
feature can be compared between matches of different length. This is also shown in
Figure 13b.

Acceleration towards Target (AtT) The largest difference in aiming direction ∆α between sub-
sequent timestamps immediately preceding a timestamp tn where the player is aiming
perfectly at an enemy [22]. An example of this is shown in Figure 13c.

All four of these features rely on the angle difference between the player aiming vector α and
the vector pointing towards potential targets. These values were called θi in Figure 9, with θopt
being used to denote the minimum angle within a frame, or in other words the angle difference
towards the optimal target. The features AiV, ToT and TToT use the value of θi directly, but even
AtT can be defined in terms of θopt:

• For AiV, the sum of all θi is taken for each frame, and the mean of all sums is used to
obtain the final result.

• For ToT, the initial targeting event can be defined as the frame where θopt becomes smaller
than some threshold, and loss of target occurs when θopt becomes greater than the threshold.

• For TToT, the total number of frames where θopt is smaller than some threshold is used to
obtain the final result.

• For AtT, the angle between the previous α and the current α, immediately preceding a
frame where θopt is smaller than some threshold, is used. However, the goal of this feature
is to find how quickly α converges on to the optimal target. Another way to state this is:
the goal is to find the speed at which θopt converges to θopt ≈ 0 in the frames preceding
that convergence.

Thus, instead of looking at ∆α, it is also possible to look at ∆θopt instead. In that case, when
the player is not converging to the optimal target but rotating their aim away, the value
of ∆θopt will be positive because θopt is becoming larger over time, while if the player is
converging their aim to the optimal target, the value of ∆θopt will be negative. Therefore the
value of AtT can be the minimum of the ∆θopt preceding an initial targeting event. When
the player is using an aimbot the ∆θopt of one frame will dominate, while an honest player
will slowly adjust their aim in the last frames preceding targeting.
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In order to calculate the value of θopt, on each frame only the aiming vector α for each player
must be known, along with the position of each player in order to calculate the vector from one
player towards a potential target. Thus the minimum required properties to log, from the list of
properties in Section 2.1.1, are the aiming vector and position of the players.
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4 System architecture for cheat detection

At this point all components are known and need to be knitted together. To test the effectiveness
of the proposed signatures, a cheat monitor was created that constructs signature trees from
the signatures written in the designed signature language and evaluates those signatures trees
using stored logs. The structure of the cheat monitor is shown in Figure 14. The logs used in
testing were gathered from Unreal Tournament using a logging module that tracks everything
that happens in a match, and also includes a framework that allows players to cheat.

Figure 14: CheatMonitor module added to Unreal Tournament. When the
CheatingGameMode is used to play a match, the character controller is replaced with
a CheatingCharacterController implementing an aimbot, and a CheatingLogger is
instantiated to record frames to a log and save the log to a file after the match is
finished.

4.1 Unreal Tournament logger

As mentioned previously, a module was added to the Unreal Tournament in order to log the state
of all objects at every point in time and log important events. The open source, pre-alpha release of
Unreal Tournament was used, revision number df917482199e84569c48b76a66b2eeb06484aa41
from 11 April 2015.

Because Unreal Tournament and Unreal Engine are open source, it is very easy to add
functionality at even the deepest levels. Luckily the addition of a logger can be done at a higher
level. By creating a custom subclass of the GameMode class called CheatingGameMode, which
governs the specific rule set of the match being played, for example “deathmatch” or “capture
the flag”, it is possible to hook into various callback functions that are executed at key points in
the match, for example when a kill is made.

When the game starts, a singleton instance of a CheatingLogger class is created by the
modified gamemode. This class contains a buffer that is filled with all events (kills, etc) that
occurred between the last frame and the current frame. When a frame is logged the contents
of the buffer is also logged, and afterwards the buffer is cleared. The member function tick()
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t
Players

p1 p2 p3
Pos Aim Health Pos Aim Health Pos Aim Health

t0 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100

t1 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100

t2 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100 [x, y, z] [x, y, z] 100

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Table 1: Frame data table

of CheatingGameMode is a function that is automatically called once every frame (i.e. once every
iteration of the update loop). This function is used in order to notify the logger when a new
frame should be logged. The logging of a frame is implemented by having the logger iterate over
all player characters and extracting relevant properties such as position and aiming direction.
Each frame is not immediately stored in a log file, but temporarily stored in an array.

When the match is completed, the logger writes all temporarily stored frames and event
data into a log file. This log file is structured as a JSON file; Unreal Engine already implements
functionality to read and write JSON files, and the structure also has advantages when reading
the file in Python.

The log data is split into two parts: the frame data obtained from logging each frame and
event data from logging events. The frame data can be seen as a table of time-dependent data,
polled at a certain rate, with a column for every property logged, and every row being a specific
state in time. This can be structured in the log as either a list for every property with each
element being a point in time (storing the log as a list of columns), or a list for each point in time
with the elements being a specific element (storing the log as a list of rows). The logged data is
stored as columns, however it is trivial to convert the data from one form into the other during a
preprocessing step. An example of this table is shown in Table 1, and the structure of the frame
data in JSON form is as follows:

Listing 1: Shortened log in JSON format

1 {
2 "Timestamps": [ 0, 0.0167, 0.0334, ... ],
3 "Players": [
4 {
5 "PlayerName": "p1",
6 "Positions": [
7 [x, y, z], [x, y, z], ...
8 ],
9 "AimDirections": [

10 [x, y, z], [x, y, z], ...
11 ]
12 }, ...
13 ],
14 "Events": [
15 {
16 "Timestamp": 149,
17 "Type": "Damaged",
18 "Victim": "p2",
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19 "Attacker": "p1",
20 "Amount": 14
21 }, ...
22 ]
23 }

Figure 15 shows an analysis of the frame time ∆t for a given log. The frame time is the time
elapsed between each frame, or in other words the time it took to calculate the new frame. It may
occur that some frames are require more CPU time than others, for example when many events
happen to occur at exactly the same moment by chance, or when a new file has to be loaded. It
can be seen from this figure that on average the frame time corresponds to 60 frames per second,
which is the intended frame rate of the game. The frame time infrequently goes above 1/30sec.

Of course this raises the following question:

“Do the lag spikes in frame time affect detection of cheats?”

When the frame time of the previous update iteration is higher, the engine makes a bigger step
the next iteration: after all when an object moves at 2m/s and 1 second elapsed then the object
would have moved 2 metres, while if 2 seconds elapsed then the object would have moved 4

metres. A higher frame time means a bigger step, and thus if a cheat signature analysis data and
makes a decision based on a threshold, this threshold may be reached because of a lag spike if
the signature does not for example divide the data in a frame by the frame time of that frame in
order to normalise it. On the other hand, it is not very likely that the usage of a cheating tool
coincides with a lag spike: in this specific log the number of frames with a frame time greater
than or equal to 1/30sec is only 71 out of 18303 frames, in other words only 0.3879% of the data
points. The other logs in the data set have a similar result: large lag spikes do not occur in any of
the logs.

In conclusion, the lag spikes should not affect logging in any major way, because they only
occur very infrequently and only last a single frame. The chance of overlap with frames looked
at by any signature is very small.

4.2 Cheating Framework

Aside from handling the progress of the game, the GameMode class also specifies which classes
should be instantiated for various objects, such as the player character class. Using this
functionality it was possible to custom subclass called CheatingPlayerController of the
UTPlayerController that governs the movement and input of the game characters, and as-
sign this class as the default player character class in CheatingGameMode. This subclass has
exactly the same functionality as the default class, but with an added button to activate an aimbot.
The implementation of the aimbot is exactly as described in Section 2.4; by iterating over the
list of players an optimal target is found, and then the player’s aiming direction is set towards
that target. Since the controller class governs the rotation of the direction the player is aiming, it
includes functionality that can be re-used to aim in the direction of the target.

Additionally a simple implementation of ESP was added. From the categorization in Sec-
tion 2.3, only the “showing enemy health” was included in the form of a health bar visible above
each player’s head. However this also serves as a rudimentary way of viewing enemy positions
through walls: the health bar is not obscured by walls, so the bar gives at the very least an
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Figure 15: Analysis of the frame time ∆t over time for one log, with horizontal
lines indicating stable frametimes corresponding to 30 and 60 frames per second for
comparison

indication of where enemies are, just not how far away they are and which direction they are
looking. The implementation of this health bar was done in Unreal Engine’s visual scripting
system called “Blueprints”, shown in Figure 16.

Of course the CheatingPlayerController is only used when the game mode of a match is
set to CheatingGameMode. This game mode can only be used when all players have installed this
modification and have agreed to play on this game mode, and as such this implementation of an
aimbot can not be used to cheat in public games online without consent of the server owner. In
other words, this implementation only works for testing purposes but not in real matches. This
class implementing an aimbot is explicitly allowed by the game mode. However this does show
that the main hurdle in implementing an aimbot is not the implementation itself, but finding a
way to hook into the engine and afterwards keeping the aimbot undetected.

4.3 Preprocessing of log files

A preprocessing step is performed on each log in order to improve their usability in the signatures.
It can for example be useful to calculate the aiming delta towards the closest target outside of
the signature so that the feature can be re-used in multiple signatures. The goal of the signature
language is to be able to temporally analyse the data set and not calculate vector differences, and
although it is possible to perform these calculations inside a signature it will be faster and more
reusable to do this in a preprocessing step instead.

In particular there is still one flaw in the log files: in the current implementation of the
cheating monitor the logging process needs to be manually started and stopped at the start and
end of a match. It should be possible to hook into functions that are automatically executed
when a match starts and ends, but this has not been investigated further. The command to start
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the logger can be buffered such that the logger starts at nearly exactly the same moment the
match starts. The end of the match however causes a problem: in Unreal Tournament when a
match is finished, the game freezes gameplay and displays the winner of the match. While the
game is frozen, of course the update loop is still executed, only the objects themselves are not
longer updated, and therefore these frames are still logged until the logger is stopped.

As a result, at the end of each log file there is a tail of completely duplicate frames; frames
where the positions and aiming directions of all players do not change. This may cause problems
with cheat detection when for example the Time on Target is analysed: if a players happens to
look directly at an enemy player when the match finishes, then there will be a long stretch of
frames where the player is looking at a target and this may cause the signature to give a false
positive result that the player is cheating. One important step in preprocessing is to remove this
duplicate frames at the end of the log file; only a single copy needs to remain and all duplicates
afterwards can be ignored and removed.

Several additional properties are added to the log file during the preprocessing step. It
was noted in Section 3.2 that all four of the features can be described in terms of the angles
θ. Therefore it will be more efficient to calculate θ and the corresponding θopt for each player
for each frame only once, and then use that value inside the signatures, rather than having the
signature calculate the value. To every player’s logged data, the following lists are added to:

• A list AimAngles where each element is a list containing the angles θi for that frame

• A list OptAngles where each element is the value of θopt for that frame

4.4 Parsing signature language expressions into signature trees

In order to gain a usable signature tree from a signature expression written in the signature
language from Section 3, the parsing tool “Parsley” was used. First, the features of Parsley will
be discussed in Section 4.4.1, and in Section 4.4.2 the usage of parsley to create a signature is
discussed.

4.4.1 Parsing with Parsley

Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) are formal grammars first described by Bryan Ford [27],
similar to context-free grammars but with the advantage of avoiding ambiguity. In practice a
PEG is like an extended regular expression grammar.

Parsley [28] is a parsing library for Python that uses a PEG-like grammar. The PEG syntax
used by Parsley is slightly different from Ford’s definitions, for example the use of = instead of
← in the definition of grammar rules, and Parsley’s syntax will be used in this thesis.

The basic form of a PEG grammar rule is A = e, where A is a non-terminal, or the name of
the rule, and where e is a parsing expression. A parsing expression can be either a terminal or
non-terminal symbol, a sequence of expressions, or one or two expressions with an operator.
The available operators are similar to regular expressions, such as zero-or-more, one-or-more,
etc. Most important however is the ordered “choice” operator, A = e1 | e2: this operator
greedily attempts to match the input string with the expressions in the order they are listed, first
attempting expression e1, and if parsing fails then it attempts e2. Because of this there is no
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ambiguity between choices.

Aside from differences in syntax, Parsley extends the PEG syntax to provide a powerful
toolset for parsing not only parsing input strings but also returning meaningful results: first
a grammar rule has a return value. By default the return value of a rule is the value of the
last expression in the rule. For example, the grammar rule foo = ’a’ ’b’+ ’c’ first parses the
terminal “a”, then one or more “b”s and finally a “c”, and if parsing succeeds the return value of
this rule would be “c”.

The second addition makes this feature more useful: a Parsley grammar rule can also have
the form A = e -> s, where upon successfully parsing the expression e, the Python code s is
executed and returned. execute Python code and return a value if the rule successfully passes
parsing. When a symbol is named and the parsing rule returned a value, the return value is
assigned to a variable for that name, which can then be used in subsequent Python expressions.
Consider the following Parsley grammar:

1 boolean = ( ’True’ -> True
2 | ’False’ -> False
3 | -> None )
4 boolAndOr = ( boolean:first ’&&’ boolean:second -> first and second
5 | boolean:first ’||’ boolean:second -> first or second )

This grammar will correctly parse boolean conjuction or disjunction statements and return a
Python True or False depending on the outcome. The boolean rule will first attempt to match
the string “True”, and if this succeeds it will execute and return the Python statement after the
arrow operator, in this case the Python value True. If parsing fails for the first choice (for example
if the first character is “F”) then the second choice after the | operator will be parsed: if the string
“False” is matched it will return the Python value False. Finally if neither choices matched, the
final choice will always succeed. Nothing needs to be matched since there is no content before
the arrow operator, and thus it will always return the Python value None.

Finally, it can be seen that the boolAndOr grammar rule will first attempt to match the boolean
rule. The outcome of that match will be assigned to the variable called first. Next the string
“&&” will be matched, followed by a second boolean where the result is assigned to the variable
second. If this choice succeeds, then the Python expression first and second will be executed
and returned. If the choice fails, then the next choice for the “or” operator will be matched.

4.4.2 Creation of a signature tree using Parsley

By creating a Parsley grammar of the signature language and passing it to Parsley, a parser will
be generated for signature expressions. The exact grammar used is listed in appendix Section 7.1.
The main pattern used in the grammar is to create an instance of a node class when specific
expressions are parsed, with the constructor of a node class receiving its child node instances as
input. Each type of node class has an evaluate() function that recursively calls evaluate() on
the node’s children (if it has them), performs the corresponding operation on the results and
returns that value.

The top level grammar rules are defined as:

1 signatures = (signature*):s ws -> dict(s)
2 signature = ws ’signature’
3 wsp identifier:name
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4 ws signatureVariables:vari
5 ws ’{’ expression:tree ws ’}’
6 -> (name, NSignature(name, vari, tree))

In other words, the result of parse(signature_file).signatures() is a dictionary of signature
trees with the key being the signature name and the value being the root node of the tree. A
single signature file can contain definitions for multiple signatures. The basic structure of each
signature definition is:

1 signature <name>[(<parameters>)] {
2 <expression>
3 }

The grammar contains basic rules to parse strings and numbers, taken from Parsley’s examples.
Besides this, the grammar also contains various types of whitespace, most importantly a rule ws
for “zero or more spaces” and wsp for “one or more spaces”, where spaces also includes tabs and
newlines. Because Parsley does not use a lexer to separate sequences of characters into tokens
and ignore whitespace, grammar rules must manually include rules to skip over whitespace. This
can be seen in the snippets above where each expression in a rule is separated by the expression
ws. In most cases separation is not required, but in some cases at least one spacing character is
desired to separate parts of an expression: for example for x in X is correct, while forxinX is
not.

Finally, in order to parse arithmetic operator chains with the correct operator precedence,
a complex recursive structure is used, however the same pattern is re-used for every type of
operator. Initially the leftmost side of the operator chain is parsed by recursively going down to
the strongest binding operator rule, and from there any operator symbol of the same strength is
parsed and added to a list of operations to perform. Operator precedence and execution order is
the same as in Python. For example in the arithmetic expression 2*3/4*5, the actual order of
operations is ((2*3)/4)*5, i.e. simply performing the operation from left to right

The tree structure for this expression would be a single NBinaryOperator node, where
the left hand child is the node NConstant(2), and the right hand child is a list of tuples
[(’*’, NConstant(3)), (’/’, NConstant(4)), (’*’, NConstant(5))]. When the function
call NBinaryOperator.evaluate() is made, the class simply iterates over the list of tuples,
evaluates the right hand side (in this case they are constants, but they could also be sub-trees
for operators of different precedence), and applies the operators in order to obtain the resulting
value.

4.5 Cheat signatures of features

In Section 3.2 several features were mentioned for detecting aimbot and ESP type cheating
behaviour. In this section, the signatures for those features, and the corresponding signature
trees, will be discussed.

Listing 2: Unreal Tournament cheat signatures

1 signature timeOnTarget(targetAngle, threshold) {
2 for player in Players:
3 longestStretchOfTrue(
4 for angle in player["OptAngles"]:
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5 angle != None && angle < targetAngle
6 ) < threshold
7 }
8

9 signature totalTimeOnTarget(targetAngle, threshold) {
10 for player in Players:
11 (
12 sum(
13 for angle in player["OptAngles"]:
14 angle != None && angle < targetAngle
15 ) / len(Timestamps)
16 ) < threshold
17 }
18

19 signature angleInView(threshold) {
20 for player in Players:
21 mean(
22 for angleslist in player["AimAngles"]:
23 sum(angleslist)
24 ) > threshold
25 }
26

27 signature accelerationTowardsTarget(targetAngle, delta, threshold) {
28 for player in Players:
29 min(
30 for index in indices(startOfStretch(
31 for angle in player["OptAngles"]: (angle != None && angle <

targetAngle))):
32 min(
33 deltas(
34 notNone(sliceBetween(
35 player["OptAngles"], max(0, index-delta), index+1
36 ))
37 ) || [1] # Fallback in case there are no valid opt angles within slice
38 )
39 ) > threshold
40 }

The signatures written in the signature language described in Section 3 are shown in Listing 2.
Each signature is named and can have several optional parameters to allow changing these
parameters without having to change the code of the signatures. Each signature returns list
of values Pass or Fail, with the Pass/Fail value of result[i] indicating the result for player
log[’Players’][i].

One of the signature trees corresponding to Time on Target signature listed above is shown in
Figure 17. The other signature trees are listed in Appendix Section 7.2.
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Figure 17: Signature tree correspnding to the Time on Target signature from Section 4.5.

4.6 Evaluation of signature tree

By using the designed grammar, a parser can be created by Parsley that can read an input string
and return the result as given by the python commands to the right of the -> operator in the
grammar. So in short the process is the write a signature in the designed signature language.
Using the signature and the signature grammar, a signature tree is generated. And finally using
this signature tree the log files can be analysed for whether they satisfy the signatures or not.

A JSON file read into Python is represented as a dictionary, which is a list of key-value pairs
where the key is an identifier that can be used to retrieve a value. In the case of the log file,
“Timestamps” and “Players” would be keys at the top level of the log. Because the subscript
operator node was implemented using Python’s subscript operator, the subscript operator node
also works on when the left hand side of the operator is a dictionary. Thus support for retrieving
values from dictionaries immediately works. After reading a log from a JSON file into a dictionary,
this dictionary can run through the preprocessing step and then immediately be passed to the
signature tree to be analysed, without having to be modified into some other structure first.

The log dictionary is used to create the starting scope of the signature: the top level keys in
the log will be available variable names in the signatures, and the subscript operator can be used
to retrieve data within the log objects.

Evaluation of the signature starts from a wrapper class: the cheat monitor class loads all
signatures from a signature file and stores them so that they may be evaluated. When the evaluate
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function for a signature is called on the monitor with a given log, the monitor will determine
if all optional parameters were passed and then combine the log and optional parameters to
create the variable dictionary for the signature. The evaluate function is then called on the root
node of the signature, passing the variable dictionary. Each node recursively calls evaluate on all
child nodes, passing the variable dictionary along as well. When the scope changes, for example
during an iteration a new variable is created to contain the current element of the iteration, then
a duplicate is made of the variable dictionary. Each node performs their respective operation
results from recursion, until the final result is returned to the monitor.
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5 Evaluation

In this section the acquisition of a data set of logs, and the testing of the proposed signatures
using those logs, will be discussed. Additionally interesting patters in the logged data will be
analysed.

5.1 Data acquisition

The creation of the data set of logs involved three human players of various skill levels: one
expert player with experience in Unreal Tournament, one player with experience in previous
games in the series and one player with no experience.

Each human player played 10 matches in total, first 5 matches while playing without using
cheats and afterwards 5 matches using cheats. In each match the human player fought against
three enemy NPCs (non-player characters) controlled by artificial intelligence. The duration of a
match was either 5 minutes or until a score of 30 kills was reached. All matches were played in
the same map, DM_Outpost23.

It may be a relatively small data set to have only 5 matches per category per skill level, this
amount of logs is enough to see patterns emerge in the behaviour of the player. And more
important than recognizing one cheat user is to recognize a variety of cheat users: every player
uses the given cheating tools in different ways, in terms:

• How long the aimbot was activated.

• In which situations the aimbot is used

• Whether or not the player actively looked for weapons that were effective with the aimbot,
or used which ever weapon was available

This difference in usage of cheating tools can make it hard for a cheat detector to find cheat used
in all cases, therefore it is better to have few logs from a variety of player than to have many logs
from a single player.

In Table 1 the basic structure of a log file is shown. Using this table it is simple to calculate
the average size of a log file. The number of frames logged in the case of this log data set can
be calculated as follows: we have 5 minutes, and the game runs at an average of 60 frames per
second, thus the number of frames for a full match is 5 · 60 · 60 = 18000 frames.

Every frame, the following data is captured for each player: a position vector consisting of
three floats, an aiming vector consisting of three floats and a health integer. Because the final log
is written to a JSON file in plain text, the number of bytes used for these data points is given
in the number of characters used to print them. The number of characters used for these floats
is roughly 18 characters on average. The integer for health uses at max 3 characters since the
maximum player health defaults to 100 and can be increased up to 200. Since there are four
players in each match, the data requirement per frame is multiplied by four.

The exact timestamp of each frame is also stored in the form of a float, meaning an additional
18000 floats are stored for timestamps. Finally a rough estimate of the size of an event is 100

characters, and the number of events is on average in the order of 500.
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Figure 18: Kill-death ratio of data set.

Thus, a rough estimate of the size of a log file, excluding JSON format overhead, would be:

18000 · 18 + 4 · 18000 · ((3 · 18) + (3 · 18) + 3) + 100 ∗ 500 = 9.014 MB

In practice the size of log files in the data set was in the order of 9.4 MB.

5.2 Data analysis

In Figure 18 the number of kills of the player is plotted against the number of deaths of the player.
The data from all NPCs are clustered together as one “player”, since the AI has a consistent
behaviour. Some interesting facts can be seen in this figure:

It is expected that a better player has dots closer to the top left, more kills than deaths, while
a worse player has dots towards the lower right, more deaths than kills. In some online MOGs
the kill/death ratio is used as a measure of player skill, though biased in some games where
completing an objective is more important than kills, or where a player can function as support
for other players. This is not the case in Unreal Tournament deathmatches, and thus a kill/death
plot can be used to grade player skill.

Disregarding the cheating data points for a moment, from the figure it can be seen that the
beginning player actually has less death than the average player, but also has less kills. This
can be explained by the fact that the average player actively moved around the map to find
opponents, while the beginner player carefully moved through the map, thus encountering less
opponents and getting in less fights. This behaviour moves the player’s data points closer to the
lower left: getting into less fights gives you less opportunities for both kills and deaths.
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Figure 19: Comparison of ∆α over time from the cheating and honest categories, using
three logs from each category. It can be seen that cheating players generally have ∆α
roughly the same as honest players, but the value occasionally spike to a very high
value. These spikes correspond to the usage of an aimbot.

Next, when cheats are used, the expected result is that the data points end up closer to the
top left of the figure: the aimbot simulates player skill in aiming, and ESP simulates better player
awareness (instead of listening for enemy footsteps behind walls, an ESP user can simply look
through those walls). Additionally when considering individual one-on-one fights during a
match, there is always a winner in each fight. Either the player kills the enemy or the enemy kills
the player. A cheating player would have an easier time making the kill which should reduce the
number of deaths. However from the figure it can be seen that in general the usage of cheats
only lifts the data points up: a player makes more kills, but the usage of aimbots does not seem
to significantly affect the number of deaths.

Finally, it can be seen that the usage of cheats significantly improves the player’s scoring
in all skill levels. This means that the usage of cheats should be detectable in every case. In
Figure 19 the value of ∆α is shown for both cheating and honest players. This value is defined as
the difference between the value of α for two subsequent frames. This figure shows the usage
of aimbots very well: the spikes that can be seen in the figure for cheating players correspond
to the activation of the aimbot, where the player’s aim suddenly makes a very large rotation
towards the target. Additionally this figure also shows the difficulty with detecting aimbots
using techniques that for example take the average of some value over the course of an entire
match: the usage of averaging is meant to remove spikes and outlying values, and thus it’s not
well suited to find those spikes.

In conclusion, it can be seen from these results that there is a clear difference between cheating
and honest players in terms of observable behaviour. By using signature specification for the
cheats that were used, it should thus be possible to correctly categorize the players from the
logged matches into cheating and honest.
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5.2.1 Signature results

Each feature from Section 3.2 consists of a single scalar value per player per match. In order to
get a verdict, Pass or Fail, on each player, this value is simply thresholded. In Figure 20, the scalar
value results of the four signatures from Section 4.5 are shown. For the value of targetAngle,
an angle of 1◦ ≈ 0.0174533 rad was used, and for ∆t = 2 was used for AtT. In each figure, a
horizontal line of dots can be seen. Each line represents the results of one of the three players,
and one additional line for the results of all bots together. Thus the y-axis represents each player
while the x-axis represents the scalar result of the signature. Each dot represents the results
from a given match, with the red stars originating from a cheating match, while the blue dots
originate from an honest match. The threshold for determining a Pass or Fail would be a vertical
line cutting across the lines with Pass being one side and Fail on the other, shown in magenta in
the figures. The way in which these specific threshold values were determined is discussed in
Section 5.2.2.

In order to approximate the accuracy of a given signature, we can look at how separable
the cheating dots are from the non-cheating dots. If they are close together, or worse if there is
overlap between the groups, then a simple thresholding will not give satisfactory results. On the
other hand if the dots are far from each other, then the cheating behaviour causes a significant
difference in value and can be more easily detected using that signature. Additionally, it is
preferable to use a single threshold value for all players, and not an individual threshold value
per player, because the threshold for a player can not be known without having known results
from the cheating and honest categories. This is not possible in a realistic environment. Even
if the results of an individual player is separable, that threshold value is not useful if it is not
applicable to the other players.

There is an odd outlier in Subfigure 20a for the beginner player. One of the signature results
for the cheating set for that player has a very high Time on Target value. This can be explained
by the behaviour of that player: it was noted during the gathering of the data set that during one
match, the player held the aimbot active for a long period of time while the targeted opponent
was not visible, in order to find that opponent, instead of only engaging the aimbot once the
opponent was found. Since the Time on Target is defined as the length of the longest stretch of
consecutive “targeted” frames, the signature picked up on this behaviour. This shows that when
the player does not attempt to hide usage of an aimbot by only engaging it for a short while, the
result is extremely easily separated from honest behaviour.

There seems to be some relationship between the behaviour of a player while honest and
the behaviour of the same player while cheating. In the three Subfigures 20a,20b,20c it can be
seen that when the dots for the honest behaviour of a player is shifted in one direction relative
to another player, then the cheating behaviour of that player is shifted in the same direction.
The fact that the same difference between players occurs in all three figures is not significant,
because all three of the signatures are based around the angle towards the optimal target. If
some pattern exists in the data, it will have the same effect in all three signatures. However what
this does shows is that the usage of cheats does not unify the behaviour of a player using that
cheat: a cheating player is still distinguishable in behaviour from another cheating player. This
has a negative effect on cheat detection: if all cheating players behaved the exact same way, while
honest players all behaved differently, then it would be much easier to distinguish a cheating
player from an honest player.

Interestingly, the AI appears to exhibit cheating behaviour as well. An AI player has access
to the internal game state just as an aimbot does, and thus in order to seem fair the AI must
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Figure 20: Signature evaluation results. Each dot represents the result for one player for
one match. Results from a player are clustered together on a corresponding horizontal
line, while the x-axis denotes the actual signature result value. The colour of the dot
illustrates whether the player was cheating or not.
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always hold back from its full potential. It can be seen from Figures 20a and 20b that the AI
players in general are aiming accurately at their enemies for longer periods of time, and from
Figure 20c that the AI players spend a large portion of the match aiming at enemies that are
behind walls, and finally from Figure 20d that AI players have the potential to make extremely
large aiming rotations towards their targets similar to an aimbot. However Figure 18 shows that
even with these capabilities they do not use it to the full potential, and their scoring results are
not as extreme as cheating players.

On average all honest players have a relatively low ToT, while the usage of an aimbot usage
always increases the ToT, as seen in Subfigure 20a. The smallest ToT of a cheating player comes
close to the largest ToT of an honest player, so there may be some overlap, but for the most part
it seems like the results of ToT can be separated via thresholding.

The difference between the cheating and honest categories for TToT in Subfigure 20b seems
to be more significant than for ToT. The results for honest players are very close while the results
for cheating players are more spread out, however there is a significant gap between the results
for cheating an honest players, and as a result thresholding will be very effective.

For the AiV in Subfigure 20c, a smaller value means the player is more likely to be a cheater.
It can be seen that for a given player, the cheating behaviour of that player in produces a smaller
AiV, though there is some overlap for the beginner player. A greater problem however is the fact
that there is overlap between players. In other words, a single threshold value will not accurately
separate cheaters from honest players. In this case either:

• A smaller threshold value can be chosen with the downside of false negatives: all honest
players will Pass, but some cheating players will also Pass

• A larger threshold value can be chosen with the downside of false positives: all cheating
players will Fail, but some honest players will also Fail

Finally, the results for AtT seem to be easily separable just as in the case of the TToT. Interestingly
it can be seen that the value of AtT for cheaters is maximally around −1.6 rad ≈ 1

2 π. The aimbot
was set to only aim at targets that were less than 90◦, and because of that it makes sense that the
AtT is never smaller than that rotation.

5.2.2 Finding the optimal threshold

Of course, manually choosing a threshold based on the data points, for example in the middle of
the gap between the cheating and honest data points, will likely be found to be incorrect when
more data points are gathered, and this choice of threshold can also not be supported by facts. A
better method is to mathematically approximate an optimal threshold based on the distribution
of the known data points.

The probability distributions of results of the signatures for both the honest and cheating
categories can be used to approximate the threshold. The integral of the probability distribution
gives the probability that a result will be found within that interval. Thus, given any treshold,
for the distribution of the cheating data, the area underneath the curve on the “cheating” side
of the threshold gives the true positive probability, while the area underneath the curve on the
“honest” side of the threshold gives the false negative rate. Similarly, for the distribution of the
honest data, the area on the “honest” side gives the true negative rate, while the area on the
“cheating” side gives the false positive rate. For this project the simple normal distribution based
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Figure 21: Probability curves for the data set, generated in Matlab using the built-in
function normpdf based on the mean and standard deviation of the data points. Along
the top of each figure the original data points from all three players are shown. The
vertical magenta line shows the optimal threshold where the false positive and false
negative rates are equal.
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Signature False Positive / False Negative True Positive / True Negative
ToT 23.0252% 76.9748%
TToT 0.9848% 99.0152%
AiV 15.6457% 84.3543%
AtT 0.0000% 100.0000%

Table 2: False Positive and True Positive rates for the normal curves derived from the
experimental results

Signature Correct classifications Accuracy
ToT 26/30 86.67%
TToT 30/30 100.00%
AiV 26/30 86.67%
AtT 30/30 100.00%
True Positive: 14/15 93.33%
True Negative: 9/15 60.00%
Combined 23/30 76.67%

Table 3: Comparison of accuracy for all signatures, and the accuracy of the conjunction
of all signatures combined.

on the mean and standard deviation of the data is used as a probability distribution, however
more accurate distributions will likely also give more accurate results.

In order to approximate a good threshold, one method is to find the point where the false
positive and false negative rates are equal. This could be done mathematically by using the
cumulative distribution functions Φ(x) of the two normal distributions, and solving the following
equation:

Φcheating(x)− (1−Φhonest(x)) = 0

However for this project a numerical method was used to approximate the threshold, by first using
a numerical approximation for Φ(x) and then using a root-finding algorithm to approximate the
equation above. In the prototype for this project the threshold is not determined by the cheat
monitor itself: the optimal thresholds shown above for the signatures were manually determined
in Matlab, using the built-in functions Matlab normcdf for the cumulative distribution function
and the root finding function fzero, which are well documented [29, 30] and can be expected to
provide the correct results.

The probability curves and corresponding optimal thresholds are shown in Figure 21. Here it
can be seen that the found thresholds can be quite different from what a human would. Especially
in the case of the ToT in Figure 21a, the outlier described before affects the curve and pushes up
the false negative side. Intuitively it seems like the cheating curve does not fit the data very well,
since there are not data points where the cheating player has a lower ToT then an honest player.
In this case perhaps a skewed distribution would give a different result, and in all cases more
data points would provide a more accurate distribution as well.

Table 2 shows the positive and negative rates for the normal curves using the determined
optimal threshold for each signature. This table can be used to estimate the FP/FN and TP/TN
rates of the signatures when the size of the experimental data set is increased, since the normal
curves give an estimation of the distribution of the data.

Furthermore, in Table 3 the number of correct and incorrect classifications on the logged
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data using the determined threshold are shown. It can be seen that TToT and AtT give a correct
classification in all cases, as can be clearly seen from the respective threshold lines in Figure 21

for those signatures. Additionally, the combined classification is shown in the last row in Table 3,
which is the conjunction of the signatues: the number of data points that were correctly classified
by all four signatures. It is interesting to see that the number of combined correct classifications,
23/30, is lower than the lowest number of all signatures individually, 26/30. This shows that
the results of ToT and AiV do not completely overlap: there are some players that are correctly
classified by ToT and not by AiV, and the opposite holds as well.
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6 Conclusion and future work

In this thesis, a method was introduced for detecting various types of cheats in video games by
creating signatures of those cheats, and the accuracy of this method was tested on the first person
shooter Unreal Tournament. A complete tool chain was implemented for this method, consisting
of 1. a logging module to record and store logs of matches played in UT in real time; 2. a formal
specification language to describe a specific type of cheat; 3. a cheat monitor that evaluates, based
on the specification of a cheat, whether that cheat occurred in the logged data, and provides a
categorization of each player into cheating or honest.

A simple implementation of two cheats in UT, an aimbot and ESP, were used in order to
gather a testing data set. The accuracy test involved an experiment with three human players of
different skill levels, with each human competing against three AI controlled (honest) characters
in a match. A data set was created consisting of 15 matches with one cheating human player and
15 matches with one honest human player.

Four signatures were tested: three to detect aimbot usage, and one to detect ESP usage.
Analysis of the logged data showed that there is a significant observable difference between
honest and cheating player behaviour, both in skill level (Figure 18) and in the results of the
signatures (Figure 20).

The categorization of players into cheating and honest is narrowed down to thresholding the
signature results: values higher than the threshold belong to one category, while values lower
belong to the other. A optimal value for this threshold, based on the test data, is found using the
technique described in Section 5.2.2. For this technique, the true positive and true negative rates
are equal. A data point exactly on the threshold is equally likely to belong to either category.

From the experimental results (Tables 2 and 3) it can be seen that not all signatures have a
high accuracy. Because of this, and because of the small size of the experimental data set, the
conjunction of all four signatures is considered, with a correct categorization defined as the
correct categorization by all four signatures. Results show that 76.67% of the test data could be
correctly categorized, with a true positive rate of 93.33% and a true negative rate of 60.00%.

Although the data set is quite small, The results from Table 2 give an indication of the accuracy
of the implemented method for a larger data set based on the distribution of the evaluated data
set. Ideally, the method would be tested on a larger data set consisting of more matches played
with a larger amount of players. Even this small data set consisting of three players shows that
each player has a different approach, and thus some approaches towards cheating may be easier
to detect while others may be harder. The TToT and AtT signatures obtain 100% accuracy on the
experimental data set. It is very likely that this accuracy is much lower in a real world scenario.
A larger testing data set with more types of cheats and players should provide a more accurate
experimental result.

The largest threat to the validity of this method is how simple the implemented method is.
One the one hand, the fact that such a relatively simple cheat detection system can reach a decent
accuracy is a very good result. However, the implementations of the cheats used in the testing
data are quite rough, and thus are likely to be easy to detect. So the question that remains is: how
does this tool chain perform on cheats that are more subtle and harder to detect? Because the observable
behaviour of a player is analysed, it can be expected that a cheating player who behaves closely
to an honest player is very hard to detect. However the implementations of cheats used in this
paper do not act similar to an honest player at all, and as such this case is not represented in the
results at all.
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The original intention of the signature language was to provide a simple, limited language
in which a formal definition a cheat could be given. However it can be seen from the final
implementation of the language and the tested signatures (Section 4.5) that the signature language
is still close to traditional programming languages, especially taking inspiration from Python.
One of the goals for this work was to provide a signature language that could be written with
limited programming knowledge, for example by server operators. With the current signature
language this goal was not completely reached: from the tested signatures it can be seen that a
signature does not have to be long, but the structure of the signature can not be easily understood
by beginners. In the future, a signature language close to the original concept would give better
qualitative results. That is, the results from the signatures themselves would stay the same, while
the implemented signatures would be simpler to write and understand.

Finally, the implemented tool chain consists of a set of scripts. Considering that intention was
for server operators to use the tool chain, a full visualization application would be more user
friendly. A visualization application could combine all aspects of the tool chain: reading in a
large set of log files and signatures, evaluating all signatures of all log files and displaying the
results, and also display the distributions of the results as in Figure 21. The current tool chain is
only a proof of concept, and hence this application was not created, however all components that
would be included in this application are discussed in this thesis.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Signature grammar definition

Listing 3: signature-grammar.parsley

1 # =========================================
2 # Basic string, int, float, boolean types,
3 # taken from Parsley’s JSON example
4 # =========================================
5 string = ’"’ (escapedChar | ~’"’ anything)*:c ’"’ -> ’’.join(c)
6 escapedChar = ’\\’ ((’"’ -> ’"’) |(’\\’ -> ’\\’)
7 |(’/’ -> ’/’) |(’b’ -> ’\b’)
8 |(’f’ -> ’\f’) |(’n’ -> ’\n’)
9 |(’r’ -> ’\r’) |(’t’ -> ’\t’)

10 |(’\’’ -> ’\’’) | escapedUnicode)
11 hexdigit = :x ?(x in ’0123456789abcdefABCDEF’) -> x
12 escapedUnicode = ’u’ <hexdigit{4}>:hs -> unichr(int(hs, 16))
13

14 # Signature "Pass" is equal to Python "True"
15 # Signature "Fail" is equal to Python "False"
16 boolean = (’True’ -> True
17 |’False’ -> False
18 |’Pass’ -> True
19 |’Fail’ -> False)
20 none = (’None’ | ’null’) -> None
21

22 number = (’-’ | -> ’’):sign (intPart:ds (floatPart(sign ds)
23 | -> int(sign + ds)))
24 digit = :x ?(x in ’0123456789’) -> x
25 digits = <digit*>
26 digit1_9 = :x ?(x in ’123456789’) -> x
27 intPart = (digit1_9:first digits:rest -> first + rest) | digit
28 floatPart :sign :ds = <(’.’ digits exponent?) | exponent>:tail
29 -> float(sign + ds + tail)
30 exponent = (’e’ | ’E’) (’+’ | ’-’)? digits
31

32 # =============================
33 # Various types of whitespace
34 # =============================
35 comment = ’#’ (~’\n’ anything)*
36 hspace = ’ ’ | ’\t’ | comment
37 vspace = ’\r\n’ | ’\r’ | ’\n’
38 ws = (hspace | vspace | comment)* # Whitespace
39 wsp = (hspace | vspace)+ # At least one space to separate keywords
40

41 # ====================
42 # Main grammar rules
43 # ====================
44
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45 # Some types
46 datatypes = ’int’ | ’float’ | ’string’ | ’bool’
47

48 identifier = <letter (’_’ | letterOrDigit)*>
49 identifierlist = identifier:first (ws ’,’ ws identifier)*:rest -> [first] + rest
50

51 # Main signature rule
52 signatures = (signature*):s ws -> dict(s)
53 signature = ws ’signature’ wsp identifier:name ws signatureVariables:vari ws ’{’

expression:tree ws ’}’
54 -> (name, NSignature(name, vari, tree))
55 signatureVariables = ( ’(’ ws identifierlist:vari ws ’)’ -> vari
56 | -> [] )
57

58 expression = ws (conditionalExpression | iterationExpression |
booleanOrExpression)

59

60 # Conditionals can either be if-then-else constructs or use the ’->’ operator
shorthand

61 # The else clause can be ignored, in which case
62 conditionalExpression = ifThenElseExpression | conditionalArrowExpression
63 ifThenElseExpression = ’if’ wsp expression:c ws ’:’ ws expression:t ( wsp ’else’

ws ( ifThenElseExpression | ’:’ ws expression ):e -> NConditional(c, t, e)
64 | ->

NConditional
(c, t) )

65 conditionalArrowExpression = expression:c ws ’->’ ws expression:t ->
NConditional(c, t)

66

67 iterationExpression = ’for’ wsp identifierlist:names wsp ’in’ wsp expression:
items ws ’:’ ws expression:e

68 -> NIteration(names, items, e)
69

70 # Some operators can be changed into "pairwise" or
71 # "element-by-element" operators, i.e. vector operators.
72 # For example, where A and B are lists:
73 # A + B => A.extend(B)
74 # A .+ B => [ A[i] + B[i] for all i in range(0,len(A)) ], assuming len(A)

== len(B)
75 boolor = ’||’ | ’or’ -> ’||’
76 booland = ’&&’ | ’and’ -> ’&&’
77 compar = ’<=’ | ’<’ | ’>=’ | ’>’ | ’!=’ | ’==’
78 addsub = ’+’ | ’-’ | ’.+’ | ’.-’
79 muldiv = ’*’ | ’/’ | ’.*’ | ’./’
80 unary = ’-’ | ’!’
81

82 # Expressions to ensure operator precedence
83 booleanOrExpressionRecursion = ws boolor:op ws booleanAndExpression:right -> (op

, right)
84 booleanOrExpression = booleanAndExpression:left ( booleanOrExpressionRecursion+:

right -> NBinaryOperator(left, right)
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85 | -> left )
86

87 booleanAndExpressionRecursion = ws booland:op ws comparisonExpression:right -> (
op, right)

88 booleanAndExpression = comparisonExpression:left ( booleanAndExpressionRecursion
+:right -> NBinaryOperator(left, right)

89 | -> left )
90

91 comparisonExpressionRecursion = ws compar:op ws additiveExpression:right -> (op,
right)

92 comparisonExpression = additiveExpression:left ( comparisonExpressionRecursion+:
right -> NBinaryOperator(left, right)

93 | -> left )
94

95 additiveExpressionRecursion = ws addsub:op ws multiplyExpression:right -> (op,
right)

96 additiveExpression = multiplyExpression:left ( additiveExpressionRecursion+:
right -> NBinaryOperator(left, right)

97 | -> left )
98

99 multiplyExpressionRecursion = ws muldiv:op ws negationExpression:right -> (op,
right)

100 multiplyExpression = negationExpression:left ( multiplyExpressionRecursion+:
right -> NBinaryOperator(left, right)

101 | -> left )
102

103 negationExpression = ( ~number unary:op valuetypes:expr -> NUnaryOperator(op,
expr)

104 | valuetypes:expr -> expr )
105

106 # Bottom level of expression ends in one of these types
107 # Expressions between brackets are handled here
108 valuetypes = function | constant | accessor | variable | array | ’(’ expression:

o ws ’)’ -> o
109

110 # Function call
111 parameterlist = (expression:first (ws ’,’ expression)*:rest -> [first] + rest)
112 | -> []
113 function = identifier:name ’(’ parameterlist:params ws ’)’ -> NFunction(name,

params)
114

115 # Constant value
116 constant = (number | boolean | string | none):val -> NConstant(val)
117

118 # Variable passed into the signature when evaluating
119 variable = identifier:name -> NVariable(name)
120

121 # Fixed length array, but elements can be expressions
122 array = ’[’ ws expression:first (ws ’,’ ws expression)*:rest ws ’]’ -> NArray([

first] + rest)
123
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124 # Accessors
125 accessor = variable:v accessortypes(v)
126 accessortypes :x = arrayaccessor(x) | attributeaccessor(x)
127

128 arrayaccessor :arr = ’[’ expression:index ws ’]’ ( accessortypes(NArrayAccessor(
arr, index))

129 | -> NArrayAccessor(arr, index)
)

130 attributeaccessor :obj = ’.’ identifier:attr ( accessortypes(NObjectAttribute(
obj, attr))

131 | -> NObjectAttribute(obj, attr) )

7.2 Signature trees
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